Abstract
Introduction

27
There are many ways unstructured meshes can be helpful in large-scale 28 ocean modeling, most obviously by providing a local focus in a global con- In the horizontal plane, the scalar quantities and vertical velocities are located at mesh nodes (circles). The horizontal velocities are at nodes on A-grid and on centroids (squares) on quasi-B-grid. An edge is characterized by its two nodes i 1 and i 2 , two neighboring triangles t 1 and t 2 , the edge vector L directed to i 2 (t 1 on the left) and two cross-vectors S(1 : 2) directed to centroids. The median-dual control cells in the horizontal plane are formed by connecting mid-edges with centroids (thin lines). Control cells for the horizontal velocities on quasi-B-grid coincide with triangles. Three-dimensional control volumes are prisms based on respective control cells with top and bottom faces on the level surfaces z n . Right panel: In the vertical plane, the temperature, salinity, pressure and horizontal velocities are at mid-levels Z n . The vertical velocity is at full levels z n .
distinguished by two indices, for example, T ni is the value of temperature at 136 Z n and below the surface node i.
137
With each surface node i we associate a median-dual surface control cell j is characterized by its two nodes (i 1 , i 2 ), the edge vector pointing to node 142 i 2 , L j = (x i 2 − x i 1 , y i 2 − y i 1 ), two triangles sharing the edge (t 1 , t 2 ), where 143 t 1 is to the left of L j , and two cross-vectors drawn from the edge center to 144 element centroids, S j (1 : 2) = (x 1 , x 2 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For boundary 145 edges the second triangle is absent.
146
Since the elevation is defined at nodes, it would be natural to define the 147 bottom topography in the same way, i. e. associate it with the scalar con- 
176
In this case the horizontal velocity is non-zero only in full control volumes, i. The horizontal velocities at vertical wall edges are set to zero (four-stars). The 'partial' control volumes hosting these locations are skipped in horizontal velocity computations, so that one always deals with full control volumes in layers from n = 1 to n = N min i − 1. Arrows show locations where the bottom drag is applied. The vertical velocity is zero only at bottom locations, but is allowed at vertical walls to accommodate volume fluxes through faces of control volumes.
Triangular A-grid
189
The A-grid setup was inspired by the work by Szmelter and Smolarkiewicz 190 (2010) on the edge-based (median-dual) unstructured mesh discretization in on regular B-grids (see, e. g., Killworth et al. (1991) ), but the problem is 203 more expressed on triangular A-grids and stabilization is generally necessary.
204
Its basic idea is close to the recipe for B-grids by Killworth et al. (1991) , but 205 the implementation is different, as we seek a way that preserves the volume 206 balance.
207
Our presentation of A-grid setup starts from the case without stabiliza- 
Unstabilized solution algorithm
211
The horizontal momentum equation is discretized with respect to time as
where
is the right hand side (rhs) vector. Here k labels time steps of length ∆t, the 213 rhs is estimated at mid-step with an appropriate explicit algorithm, e. g., of viscous stress tensor σ with components σ αβ = 2A h (e αβ − (1/2)δ αβ e ll ),
222
where A h is the horizontal viscosity coefficient, α, β and l are x or y, δ αβ is 223 the Kronecker tensor, e αβ = (1/2)(∂ α u β + ∂ β u α ) is the symmetrized tensor 224 of horizontal velocity derivatives, and summation is implied over repeating 225 indices.
226
We split the momentum equation (1) into a predictor step,
and the corrector step,
The predictor velocity u * can immediately be determined based on values 229 from the previous time step, but the full velocity cannot, because the eleva-230 tion on the new time level is not known.
231
In order to find it write first the elevation (vertically integrated continuity)
and insert u k+1 expressed from (3) to obtain an equation containing only the 234 elevation. Here α is the implicitness parameter in the elevation equation.
235
The approximation of linear free surface (zero upper limit in the integral) is 236 used here for simplicity.
237
However, to be consistent on the discrete level, the substitution has to be 238 made after discretizing equations in space. We will now explain how to do 239 it.
240
Equations (2), (3) and (4) are integrated over control volumes. By virtue of Gauss theorem their flux divergence terms reduce to sums of fluxes through the faces of control volumes. On an A-grid the momentum advection term becomes
Here h n = z n − z n+1 is the layer thickness, the sum is over the segments s
241
(faces in reality, but the surface edge/segment structure is used to address 242 them) building the boundary of the control cell i, n s are their outer normals, 243 l s are the segment lengths, u s , u (n−1/2)i and u (n+1/2)i are, respectively, the 244 velocity estimates on segment s and the top and bottom faces. Similar ap-245 proach is used to compute all other fluxes, with the difference that incomplete 246 prisms are taken into account for scalar quantities. In all cases appropriate 247 estimates of the advected quantities have to be supplied.
248
As an aside note that the convenience of FV approach hinges on using the edge structure to assemble sums of horizontal fluxes. For example, returning to the momentum advection, the contribution from edge j and layer n into the control volume around the first node i 1 of edge j is
Here u nj = (1/2)(u ni 1 +u ni 2 ) is the velocity estimate at edge j (both segments 249 associated with edge use the same edge velocity), e z the unit vertical vector, 250 i 2 the second node of edge j, and the contribution to the control volume 251 around i 2 differs in sign.
252
We employ centered estimate of velocity at mid-edges in computations of 253 volume flux. This, in fact, defines the discretized divergence operator.
254
Computation of discretized gradient operator requires a comment. Following the edge scheme, the contribution to the area-integrated pressure gradient at node i 1 of edge j in layer n is
It is taken with opposite sign for the other node.
255
Alternatively, one may follow the FE way, first computing gradients on elements (triangular prisms) and then combining element-area-weighted gradients to get nodal quantities,
where t lists neighboring triangles, and A t is the area of triangle t. Elemental 
263
Written in terms of discretized variables, equations (2-4) take the form
and
Here we introduced the gradient G 
The predictor velocity is estimated first, and equation (8) 
Stabilization
296
The idea of stabilization is borrowed from FESOM (see Wang et al.
297
(2008) and Danilov et al. (2008) ). We modify the predictor and correc-298 tor steps in the following way. The predictor step becomes
i.e. u * is now slightly offset (for γ close, but less than 1) from a 'good' 300 prediction (j here lists neighboring nodes). This difference is compensated 301 in the correction step, but in the space of velocities defined at centroids,
and j here indexes nodes of triangle t. Let us explain this notation. In 
314
When the elevation η k+1 at a new time step is found, both (10) and (11) 315 are known and are used to compute the vertical velocity and advect the 316 scalars. This ensures internal consistency and warrants conservation. 
317
This modification replaces the operator H with
L = n D n G n h n ,
339
To ensure consistency between w and η the horizontal volume fluxes are accounted in the same way as for η, using the composite representation of velocity. The computation proceeds upward from the bottom at n = N max i where w ni = 0 (recall that w is at full levels) by collecting volume fluxes through the vertical walls of control volumes:
where s implies summation over water segments bounding the control cell ).
343
Computations of pressure p begin from the unperturbed surface by taking 344 p 1i = −gρ 1i Z 1 /ρ 0 (atmospheric pressure can be added to this value if needed).
345
Pressure in the layer n > 1 is obtained as 
Temperature and salinity
348
We use asynchronous time stepping assuming that the velocity time step is offset by ∆t/2 from that of temperature and salinity. As a result, velocity is now centered for a time step between k and k + 1 for T and S (time is incremented as t = ∆t(1/2+k) in tracer equations). The transport (advectiondiffusion) equations are discretized by integrating over control volumes and expressing the flux divergence in terms of fluxes leaving the volume. The horizontal velocity in the advection term is taken in the composite form, as for w above, to maintain consistency with the volume fluxes. The contribution from layer n and edge j in ( ∇(uT )dΩ) ni 1 becomes (u ns × S j (1)) · e z T ns h n , from the left segment, and similarly from the right, but with the minus sign.
349
It remains to provide an estimate of tracer quantity T ns at segments. This 350 step relies on reconstructions of either temperature field or its gradients.
351
Several advection schemes exemplifying different approaches have been im-
352
plemented. Here we just sketch them, their details will be reported elsewhere. The technology suggested by Abalakin et al. (2002) mimics the MUSCL approach and seeks to reconstruct the gradients by combining the centered estimate with estimates from upwind triangles. The approach warrants second order on general meshes and becomes higher order if meshes are uniform. We write
depending on which node is upwind. Further,
where (∇T ) u ns is the gradient on triangle that is upwind to edge j, and β is 384 a parameter. β = 1/3 ensures the third-order behavior on uniform meshes.
385
The diffusivity tensors, which we skip here for brevity.
416
When a vertical mixing scheme is operating, the vertical diffusion is treated implicitly as a separate substep. We split the full time step for the temperature T (salinity is treated in the same way) to be a minor issue on their own, as any viscous dissipation will damp them.
443
Much more annoying is the generation of small scales through the advection 444 of momentum in typical eddying regimes encountered in large-scale ocean 445 modeling.
446
The point of concern here has already been raised by Ringler and Randall 
Here j is the index of ghost triangle, and
478
L jt is the edge vector associated with the edge between triangles j and t. In if the face is at the rigid wall.
487
The biharmonic diffusivity operator is build by repeating twice the pro-
488
cedures involved in the construction of the harmonic (Laplacian) viscosity.
489
When ∇σ is available, we apply the same least square fit procedure as used 490 for velocities to find its gradients, and then compute the divergence of 'bi-491 harmonic stresses'.
492
Scaling the viscosity coefficients with areas (as A 1/2 t and A 3/2 t for harmonic and biharmonic viscosities respectively) is sufficient to stabilize flows on coarse meshes. It frequently fails on fine meshes in configurations with strong baroclinicity, which tend to develop a grid-scale mode in the vertical velocity field. The idea is to select the coefficient A h of harmonic horizontal viscosity so that it penalizes the places where the vertical velocity is changing too sharply (which indicates that small-scale noise in the horizontal velocity field is developing). It is well served by the modified Leith viscosity used in MITgcm (see Fox-Kemper and Menemenlis (2008) ). We select
where A t is the area of respective triangle t, and C M L is the constant of mod- 
Momentum advection
501
We describe here several discretizations of momentum advection. They 
Linear upwind reconstruction
508
The MA scheme is, perhaps, the most straightforward way to proceed and corresponds to that of Chen et al. (2003) . Having the horizontal velocity gradients on triangles t 1 and t 2 of edge j one can linearly reconstruct the horizontal velocity to the mid-edge position in the horizontal plane:
on the left triangle (t 1 ) and
on the right one (t 2 ). For each face, an estimate, symmetrized over two volumes sharing the face is formed, u nj = (1/2)(u nj,l + u nj,r ), and used to compute the normal velocity on the face. Depending on its sign, the linear reconstruction from the upwind control volume is used to compute the horizontal momentum flux, nt ∇ · (uu)dΩ = j u nj n j |L j |(u nj + (1/2)sign(u nj n j )(u nj,l − u nj,r ))h n Here j indexes three edges of triangle t, and the normal is directed to the 509 right triangle of edge j.
510
Vertical fluxes of horizontal momentum are computed using quadratic 511 upwind reconstruction of horizontal velocity.
512
Although this scheme introduces dissipation, it is insufficient to effectively 
Momentum advection reprojection
517
There are two ways of discretizing the flux form of momentum advection that are simultaneously less dissipative and provide certain filtering, which is a desirable feature. The first one (MB) introduces a nodal velocity field as an element-area-weighted estimate of elemental velocities:
where t lists neighboring triangles of node i. The next step uses the nodal velocities to estimate the momentum fluxes through the faces of velocity control volumes:
where u nj = (u ni 1 + u ni 2 )/2 is the mean velocity on the face associated with 518 layer n and edge j, i 1 and i 2 are the nodes of edge j and summation is over 519 three edges (faces) of triangle t.
520
The second way (MC) is seemingly more consistent. One selects scalar control volumes to compute full (horizontal and vertical) momentum advection at nodal locations. In the same manner as on A-grid, the contribution of layer n and edge j to ( ∇ · (uu)dΩ) ni 1 at the edge node i 1 becomes 
Vector-invariant form
526
There is one more possibility (MD) that implies some horizontal smoothing too. It comes from the vector-invariant form of momentum advection:
where ω = curl u. The relative vorticity ω has to be defined at nodal locations where it can be estimated by making use of Stokes' theorem and computing circulation along the boundary of scalar control volume. Then a value of ω averaged to centroids is used to estimate the first term in the formula above. We need the kinetic energy K = u 2 /2 at vertices to obtain its gradient on elements. The rule of computing it is dictated by the need to preserve the kinetic energy balance. It can be shown that the rule 
536
The vector invariant form is sensitive to observing the rules formulated 537 above and is incompatible with upwinding in vertical fluxes. 
563
The first one involves baroclinic instability in a zonally re-entrant channel.
564
It highlights consequences of the large size of velocity space on quasi-B-grids.
565
The other configuration deals with the circulation in the North Atlantic basin.
566
It illustrates the impact of realistic topography represented with z levels, in 567 which case the quasi-B-grids face less difficulties if properly tuned. 
603
The left and middle panels of Fig. 3 show, respectively, snapshots of ele- 
610
The right panel shows the temperature snapshot from quasi-B-grid simu-611 lations with MUSCL temperature advection and MC momentum advection.
612
The temperature fronts are noticeably sharper compared to those of Miura 613 scheme, which is indicative of smaller implicit dissipation. However, despite this and the fact that the QRU and MUSCL schemes 615 are less dissipative in 2D tests than the Miura scheme (or the LRU scheme 616 which is very similar in performance), we found no obvious increase in kinetic 617 energy levels. This is also true of MUSCL-FCT scheme. We therefore do not 618 consider the impact of these schemes on the energy level any further. The 619 analysis of their other aspects is outside the scope of this paper.
620
The stabilization on A-grids introduces a bias in the energy transfer be- 10 m 2 /s and C mL = 0.5 and strong dissipation (thin) with A bh = 3.0 × 10 10 m 2 /s and C mL = 1.0. They show similar energy levels, pointing at the dominance of dissipation due to upwinding. Simulations with MC momentum advection (black thick curve) reach higher energy levels but even they are below the result for A-grid (thin black curve). Initial evolution phase is very similar in all cases and is retained only for A-grid. The reference value of 0.11 m 2 /s is not achieved, but A-grid simulations are the closest to it. 
699
In order to keep them in reasonable bounds the modified Leith viscosity is 700 switched on with C mL = 0.5 and additionally, the horizontal viscosity is 701 multiplied with a factor linearly increasing from 1 to 2 in a 7 degree zone 702 around the equator.
703
27
The momentum advection is computed on scalar volumes on quasi-B-grid.
viscosity is also added with C mL = 0.35. Figure 6 : Snapshots of simulated elevation (m) in the North Atlantic on completing 1 year of integration in quasi-B-grid (left) and A-grid (right) setups. While the pattern is very similar in both cases, the A-grid develops noise in the shallow regions (the periphery of the Labrador Sea and the vicinity of Iceland; there are many other places along the western coast yet they cannot be discerned in the figure) . Bottom panels zoom into the area around Iceland to visualize the noise on A-grid. In most cases it can be eliminated by refining the mesh. can also be attributed to dynamics being 'overspecified' by a too large num- diapycnal mixing) which remain to be studied.
796
There are arguments in favor of both, the A-grid and quasi-B-grid, se- Recently, the hexagonal C-grid has been suggested as a promising frame- 
Conclusions
810
We summarize the main points proposed above. We describe two FV 811 setups, one formulated on a triangular A-grid and using median-dual control 812 volumes, and the other one, using cell-median-dual discretization and called 813 the quasi-B-grid. For the A-grid case we suggest the implementation of stabi-814 lization which is needed in a general case on a stepwise z-coordinate bottom.
815
For the quasi-B-grid we propose to compute the horizontal momentum ad- Iceland; there are many other places along the western coast yet they can-959 not be discerned in the figure) . Bottom panels zoom into the area around
960
Iceland to visualize the noise on A-grid. In most cases it can be eliminated 961 by refining the mesh.
